Crime of Passion

Choreographer: Vickie Smith
32-Count – 2 Wall – Beginner Line Dance
Music: Stripes by Brandy Clark

Walk Back R-L, R Coaster – Walk Forward, L Shuffle
1-2   3&4   Walk Back R-L, R-Coaster Step
5-6   7&8   Walk Forward L-R, L Shuffle

¼ Turn L Touch, L Coaster – Repeat
9-10  11&12 Step ¼ Turn L, Step R, Touch L, L Coaster Step
13-14 15&16 Step ¼ Turn L, Step R, Touch L, L Coaster Step

Turn ½ L, Step ½ Pivot, R Shuffle – Step ½ Pivot R, L Shuffle
17-18 19&20 Step Forward R, Pivot ½ Turn L, R Shuffle
21-22 23&24 Step Forward L, Pivot ½ Turn R, L Shuffle

Step R Behind, Rock & Cross – Step L Behind Rock & Cross
29-30 31&32 Step L, Behind With R – Rock Back L, Return, Cross

Start Over & Have Fun

R-Coaster Step: Step Back With R, Together With L, Forward R
L-Coaster Step: Step Back With L, Together With R, Forward L
R-Shuffle: Advance Forward Stepping RLR (L Should Not Pass R)
L-Shuffle: Advance Forward Stepping LRL (R Should Not Pass R)
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